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Summary
In this paper, we propose a novel kernel computation algorithm between time-series human motion data for online action recognition. The proposed kernel is based on probabilistic models called switching linear dynamics (SLDs). SLD is one of the powerful tools for tracking, analyzing and classifying human complex time-series motion. The proposed kernel incorporates information about the latent variables in SLDs. The empirical evaluation using real motion data shows that a classifier using SVM with our proposed kernel has much better performance than the classifiers with some conventional kernel techniques. Another experimental result using kernel principal component analysis shows that the proposed kernel has excellent performance in extracting and separating different action categories, such as walking and running.
Introduction
Recognizing human action is one of the essential foundations to achieve smooth communication between intelligent systems, especially robots, and humans. It is also a key technical element in achieving analysis and surveillance of human activity by intelligent systems. In recent years, action recognition systems [Cao 04, Mori 04b] using kernel techniques [Schölkopf 02] have been proposed. They can run in online and can achieve very high performance recognition for daily life action. In their systems, the kernels serve as similarity metric between two time-series motions. Specifically, the systems recognize current status of input motion based on the kernel values that represent similarities between input motion history in certain length and each reference time-series motion data. The approach using kernels has several advantages. The systems with kernels can use robust learning algorithms such as those that support vector machines and Gaussian processes. The recognition processes in the system can be unified because the kernels can absorb the difference between several types of data structures. In the area of action recognition, the structures of data mean dynamic patterns of human motion or status of human posture. In contrast to the other learning techniques such as neural networks [Jordan 86 ] that are tightly tied between input motion pattern and recognition module, a recognizer using a kernel can separate the learning / recognizing process from designing and implementing structures of human motion. This is one of the advantages of the kernel techniques in the engineering point of view.
In general, it is well known that the performance of a classifier using a kernel is very dependent on the kernel itself. If a kernel cannot reflect the property of the target input data, the machine fails to attain desirable performance. In the area of action recognition, the property of motion must be studied because action is a symbol of time-series motion. In the example of walking, the feet motion pattern must be addressed. Thus, we must incorporate the following property to model the motion data. The first property to be incorporated is symbolization scheme because action should be handled with symbols so as to manipulate or interpret motion easily. The second property is variation of time-series motion in time and space, because time-series motions such as walking and running have a wide variety of motions.
Hidden Markov model (HMM) is one of the good probabilistic models to satisfy the above properties and is also used by many action recognition researchers [Yamato 92, Inamura 01]. In recent years, some kernel techniques based on HMM [Jaakkola 99 ] were proposed and empirically proved to have much better performance than a recognizer with simple HMM where classification rules are based on their likelihood. Thus, it is natural for us to use kernels on HMM for action recognition. Additionally, we think that using kernels on HMM in action recognition is very promising because it is not easy to obtain precise HMM from motion data. From the results of the past report [Tsuda 02], kernel techniques on HMM tend to achieve better performance than the likelihood-based classification even if a precise HMM model cannot be obtained. This is because kernel techniques on HMM can serve to function as feature extractors via HMM. This good property reduces the burden of making precise HMM models from motion data. This is, however, not a simple matter. It is because HMM is deficient in the following area. The main weak point of HMM is that it is hard for HMM itself to handle both dynamic property of human motion and measurement error at the same time. This is because HMM is originally designed for discrete dynamics and their observation is independent at each time. Modeling dynamical actions, such as raising hand and walking, requires properties of both dynamics and measurement. If we can prepare a proper probability density function that considers not only vagueness of dynamical property but also measurement error at the same time, or if we can prepare motion feature extractor that can separate dynamics motion property from measurement error, HMM will be a very good tool for recognizing dynamic action. This is not easy.
Recently, a flexible probabilistic model as an alternative for HMM, called switching linear dynamics (SLDs) has been studied [Pavlović 99 ]. SLDs incorporate both intuitive symbolic representation, Markov property and the dynamic property of motion, linear dynamics. Thus SLDs can handle non-linear dynamics. They can specify which state trajectories are possible and specify the speed as which a trajectory evolves. At this time this approach looks to have the potential to solve the problem of HMM for recognizing dynamical actions, because dynamical action like walking has strong non-linearity and the property of the dynamics changes drastically with times. And this is because their tempo varies in no small measure. Pavlović In order to realize a novel kernel computation that is better than the conventional techniques, we need to focus on the following properties. Our first concern is that the computational cost per kernel must be very small. Our second concern is that the kernel be able to incorporate the property of dynamics of motion. Based on these considerations, we propose a novel kernel that can use and adopt techniques of general design policy with latent probabilistic models called marginalized kernels [Tsuda 02 ]. This is because SLDs can be categorized into latent probabilistic models. And the marginalized kernels have the following desirable properties. The marginalized kernels have high tolerance for noisy data. The marginalized kernels allow a designer of kernels to make a new kernel between complex structured data with combinations of simple and robust kernels instead of making a new complex kernel. In this paper, we adopt the probabilistic product kernel [Jebara 04 ] as the simple kernel combined in the marginalized kernel. We assume that our proposed kernel can be used for daily dynamical actions that fit for modeling with SLDs.
There are several kernel computation methods based on a probabilistic model without restriction for specific models. But all of them are difficult to apply for our problem. The Fisher kernel [Jaakkola 99 ] is a simple and natural framework for any probabilistic models. The Fisher kernel has an advantage because of automatic derivation once the probability model is assigned, however, "the curse of dimensionality" may occur in SLDs case. This is because the number of the parameters of SLDs is very large with dimension equal to the Fisher score. There are some smart kernel methods computed with integral operations [Seeger 02, Watkins 00], however, the difficulties of integrating some parameters in SLDs will arise. Smola et al. [Smola 03 ] derives an elegant closed-form kernel for dynamics, especially linear dynamics (LDs), however, this kernel cannot run in online action recognition. This is because Smola et al.'s algorithm requires the start or end point of the two time-series motion that cannot be clearly given a priori in online action recognition. This means that the process to find specific corresponding frame requires not so small sized computation and prevent us from using this kernel in online use.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 outlines of SLDs and the marginalized kernels in mathematical viewpoint. Section 3 introduces and derives our novel kernel computation algorithm. Section 4 presents results of several experiments on simple tasks of kernel-based online action recognition; walking classification, in order to clarify the strength of our kernel. We conclude in section 5 with some directions for future research.
Switching Linear Dynamics and Marginalized Kernels
In this section, SLDs and marginalized kernels, the basis of our proposed kernel, are introduced briefly. Details of these basic components are in reference [Pavlović 99 , North 00, Tsuda 02].
1 Switching Linear Dynamics: SLDs
Formulation as Stochastic Process
SLDs are stochastic processes and can be interpreted as combination of HMM and LDs. The system can be described using the following set of state-space equations for the physical system and symbolic transition with Markov chain. 
Estimating Hidden State Space and Parameters
When we use hidden variables X , S as cues to compute similarity, the conditional posterior probability p(X , S|Y) must be estimated. There are two types of the approximation estimation method for the posterior probability. One is based on sequential Monte Carlo methods, sometimes called CONDENSATION [Isard 98 ]. The other is based on the factorized method with variational parameters [Pavlović 99 ]. The last technique estimates the probability by factorizing
(1)
The parameters in SLDs are optimized with an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster 77 ]. This algorithm can be formulated as an iteration of the following parameter updating until parameters θ old converge as
where operation E denotes expectation as
In case of SLDs, the expectation in (2) is computed with Q(X )Q(S) because the conditional posterior probability cannot be acquired analytically. The parameters updating is iteratively executed in the same way as in LDs and HMM.
Marginalized Kernels
The marginalized kernel proposed by Tsuda et al. [Tsuda 02 ] is a general design framework of a kernel for data modeled with a latent (hidden) variable probabilistic model. In the marginalized kernel, the similarity between x,x can be formulated as follows.
where h denotes a hidden variable of the model and z = {x, h} is a joint variable of the model which can be called complete data in EM algorithm. Function K z (z,z) is called a joint kernel. The role of joint kernel is similar to the complete data probabilistic function of latent probabilistic models. Thus, a joint kernel is often designed by combining a simple kernel function.
As Tsuda et al. proves, a Fisher kernel is a special case of a marginalized kernel. Automatic derivation for the Fisher kernel is a desirable property but the dimension of the Fisher score of SLDs is too large to obtain good performance from the data. Instead, there is a room for the designer of a kernel to make a simple and efficient kernel with a joint kernel K z .
Marginalized Bags of Vectors Kernels
This section describes the details of our proposed kernel computation algorithm. First, we define the marginalized kernel on SLDs. Next, a simple kernel computation using a bags of vectors representation is introduced as a core component in the joint kernel. Finally, we derive the formulation of our proposed kernel.
1 Definition of Marginalized Kernel with
SLDs When two time-series motion Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . ., y T }, Y = {ỹ 1 ,ỹ 2 , . . .,ỹT } can be modeled with SLDs, the marginalized kernel can be formulated as
In this paper, we take notice of the symbolic state in SLDs and design joint kernel K Z (Z,Z) as a combination of LDs in the following formulation as
where n l denotes the ratio of time when symbol l occurs in T frame:
l. This design policy enables us to concentrate on designing kernels on unimodal LDs instead of designing kernels of SLDs.
2 Bags of Vectors Kernels via LDs
Design Policy of the Kernels: why Bags of Vectors?
For online recognition, it is difficult to use an alignment technique such as dynamic time warping [Darrell 93], because the alignment technique requires the start, end, or a corresponding point between two timeseries data and these points in input motion cannot be clearly given a priori in online action recognition case. In case of simple dynamic time warping, the role of reference motion and input motion is clearly different, while the role of reference and input is handled equally in kernel computation. In addition to this, the time series motion may be input intermittently in the online tasks.
The features of the time-series motion should not depend on its length, because the length of two timeseries motions is usually not the same. Fisher score can resolve this problem but in doing so produces a hard problem; the curse of dimensionality. To avoid these problems we adopt a bags of vectors (BoV) representation proposed by Jebara [Jebara 03 ]. BoV is a natural extension of the bags of words (BoW) representation, a well-known classical feature representation in text domain. Similarity between data denoted by BoV is derived from its frequency and probability density function, similar to BoW. The reason why BoV can avoid the above problems is that BoV neglects the order of the data and length of the series data.
Derivation of Bags of Vectors Kernels
When Y, X andỸ ,X can be acquired in a unimodal linear dynamics, we derive the kernel function with BoV representation as follows. In setting of the kernel, we assume that the time-series data are approxi- mately generated from the following systems,
In the above settings, q t = x t − Ax t−1 − d and e t = y t − Cx t are approximately generated from N (0, W ), N (0, V ) at each time. In reality, the set of q and e differ slightly from the ideal zero mean Gaussian. This difference serves as a cue to computing similarity between two time-series data. Thus we derive the similarity between two time-series motion via unimodal LD using the set of q and e, the bags of vectors. The image of BoV is shown in Figure 2 . We can compute the similarity between data represented with BoV by using information from its probability density function. We adopt probability product kernel (PPK) [Jebara 04 ], a kernel technique with probability density function, because PPK was originally designed for a natural settings for BoV representation. Especially, PPK can be formulated as
where the probability density function of q and e can be written as
inX ,Ỹ, and the parameter ρ > 0 serves as an adjustable coefficient.
The most important things when we use PPK is selecting the model for probability density function p D , p O . In this paper, we adopted the Gaussian distri-
In general, we can write the PPK between two Gaussian distribution as
where p andp denotes the Gaussian probability density function p = N (µ, Σ),p = N (μ,Σ) and γ represents the dimensionality of µ, i.e. µ,μ ∈ R γ , Σ,Σ ∈ R γ×γ . The other parameters Σ † , µ † can be written as
. When we set Σ =Σ, the kernel value can be written as
where operator MD Σ (·, ·) denotes the Mahalanobis distance as MD Σ (µ,μ) = (µ −μ) T Σ −1 (µ −μ). Thus the kernel between two time-series motion via a unimodal LDs with BoV representation can be written as
where the mean parameters ζ l , η l can be defined as
and d l represents l-th column of D.
Marginalizing Bags of Vectors Kernels
Following from (4), (5), (6), (7), our proposed marginalized kernel is as follows:
where
Z (Z,Z) by marginalizing with Q(X ), Q(S). Because of the difficulty in marginalizing with Q(X ), we derive the marginalized value K (l) (Y,Ỹ) by approximating the distribution of q , e , the marginalized value with Q(S) and Q(X ), as Gaussian distribution. Then the value is computed as
where the mean parameters ξ l , ϕ l can be acquired with knowledge of
The final form of the proposed kernel can be simplified to
This is because Gaussian distributions of q and e have the same covariance matrix regardless of symbol states, and the constant magnification is independent of the performance of the kernel-based learning algorithms [Schölkopf 02]. We call this kernel computation algorithm a marginalized BoV kernel.
4 Practical Consideration
Generally, online recognizers estimate current status of action from the history of input motion in certain length. In this section, some practical considerations for online recognition tasks with the proposed kernel are described. Specifically, we explain how to segment the (endless) time-series motion for our proposed kernel, because the length of time-series motions; T andT , are given explicitly in (11). In other words, (11) requires the input motions to be segmented a priori. Simplest way to realize the online recognition is that we set T =T = constant at each frame. This approach seems to be very simple and not to consider anything about alignments of the two motions. However, the inner state information about the SLDs; p(S, X |Y), p(S,X |Ỹ) provides a certain level of the alignment of input motion.
Unfortunately, this simple approach has a problem that troubles us to determine the proper length of the segments. When T andT is too short, the SLDs parsing; estimating p(S, X |Y), tend to fail. When T andT is too long, the recognizer lacks responsiveness for the drastic change of input motion. In this paper, we modify subtly the formulation of our proposed kernel in order to realize not only preserving context of global motion pattern but also improving the response for the drastic change of input motion. When certain frame τ andτ of the two time-series motion with length T ; Y = y τ−T +1:τ ,Ỹ = yτ −T +1:τ are given, we modify the definition of the kernel in (11) as
In ( The first concern depends on the action modeled by SLDs. In our view, several kinds of action modeled appropriated by SLDs can be categorized into transitional actions, such as raising hand and getting up, and cyclic actions, for example, gait actions. Thus we describe how to calculate the modified inner state distribution of SLDs for each case. In case of cyclic action, there are several ways to compute it. We set T 0 = τ and apply sequential Monte Carlo filtering [North 00] to calculate p(X , S|Y L ) and apply T steps backward smoothing. Next we just use the latest T frame information of inner state, such as x τ−T +1:τ , s τ−T +1:τ . Another way is we set empirically T 0 that has sufficient length for the cycles of the target action, for example, T 0 corresponding 2 ∼ 3 sec. for classifying walking. Next, we apply a variational smoothing [Pavlović 99 ] and use simply the latest T frame information. In case of transitional action, the latter way for cyclic action can be used. In this case, we set appropriate length T 0 using prior knowledge about the target action modeled by SLDs and apply the variational inference. In this case, T 0 depends on the interval length when target action occurs. In the experiments described in the following chapter of this paper, we design walking as a cyclic action and apply the variational technique with length T 0 = τ because almost all the motion capture files used in the experiments are small.
The second concern depends not only on the action modeled by SLDs but also on the task of recognition. Thus, we think one of the criterion of determining window size T is based on the performance of the recognizer. Thus, we set the window size so as to achieve high performance.
Experimental Results
In this section, we illustrate the performance of marginalized BoV kernel in recognition experiments using synthetic and real human time-series motion data.
1 Classification Task Evaluation with Synthetic Dataset
As a first experiment, we evaluated the performance of the proposed kernel by using synthetic data. This is because the use of synthetic data enables us to eliminate the error in modeling motion with SLDs that inevitably occurs in real motion data and allow us to concentrate on kernel performance itself. The recognition task for this experiment was to classify motion whether walking or not in frame wise.
In this experiment, we used synthetic data simulating a time-series of both feet positioned walking, running and standing still (static pose). In particular, the observed time-series data y t ∈ R 2 represent the frontal (back) position of left and right feet relative to the hip. The dynamics and state transition parameters were set so as to achieve cyclic motion with a real walking or running motion pattern. The number of the symbol states was 4 and the state transition diagram is designed as cycles (see Figure 3) . The hidden continuous state vector x t ∈ R 4 represents the position and the velocity of the both feet. The time span of one cycle of symbol transition was set at about 1.1 seconds for walking, 0.7 seconds for running. Standing still was simply generated Gaussian noise with the same variance observed in walking and running motion. The generated synthetic data used in the experiment is shown in Figure 4 . The top to bottom motion represents walking, running and standing still motion respectively. The training data used in this experiment was as follows: about 3 seconds motion that just contains walking, 3 seconds motion that contains running motion only, motion about 2.3 seconds that contains standing still motion only, about 5.7 seconds motion that contains transition of walking, running and standing.
The frame-by-frame labels to be given for classifier are tagged as follows. The value +1 is tagged when walking motion occurs and -1 is tagged when walking motion does not occur. We use support vector machine (SVM) [Schölkopf 02] as the classifier of this experiment. The specific parameters of the proposed kernel in this experiment were as follows: the window size T = 16 frames (about 0.5 seconds), ρ = 10. After the learning process is done, the output of the learned SVM is shown in bottom of Figure 5 when the novel transitional motion similar to the transitional motion used in the training dataset is input (see top of Figure 5 ). This result implies the proposed kernel can work very effectively in classifying walking motion when at least the parameters of the SLDs are completely known and the novel walking motion is fitted to the SLDs.
2 Classification Task Evaluation with Real Motion Capture Data
As noted above, the marginalized BoV kernel has good property for time-series action classification when we give an ideal SLD to the kernel. Then we evaluate the performance of the kernel with real motion data. This means input motions have large variety in timespace and the estimated SLD has error in no small measure. The recognition task is same with synthetic data experiment: classifying walking or non-walking for each frame. In a practical recognition system, a combination scheme such as one vs. one and one vs. all of SVMs to handle multi-class classification can be used. But we don't ask for such a recognition task. This is because there is a large difference between designing classification tasks and designing kernels itself. In order to concentrate on evaluating the kernel itself, we give such only simple tasks.
Before we explain the conditions in this experiment, we must clarify which conditions are manually determined and which are automatically derived. In order to use the marginalized BoV kernel, we must build SLDs a priori. The building process for SLDs is divided into three phases. One is to determine topology of the discrete symbol state. The next is to select the features of linear dynamics. The last one is to optimize the parameters of SLDs. The first two procedures can be categorized into a structure estimation problem; the last one is categorized as a parameter estimation problem. We empirically gave the topology. In this research, we selected manually the relevant features. Meanwhile, once the topology and the state vectors are determined, the parameters optimization is automatically executed by using the EM algorithm mentioned in Section 2 1. The window size of input data for kernel computation, Z,Z is set manually. Other parameters set manually are ρ in (11) and regularization cost number in SVM learning. These parameters can be optimized via kernel parameters optimization [Mori 04a ]. However, we gave several conditions and calculated the accuracy of the recognizer for each condition.
Data and Evaluation Method
In the following sentences, we illustrate the training and testing of motion data used in this experiment. The motion data contains human skeletal configuration and its time-series of joints angles acquired by a magnetic motion capture system. Specifically, the format of the motion data is BVH. The specification and the quantum of the motion data used in this experiment is summarized in Table 1 .
The number of the motion capture file used in this experiment is 60. They include 19 files where the actor behaves walking action only, 20 files with running only, 5 files with lying, 5 files with standing still, 5 files with sitting, 5 files with transitional motion from standing to sitting, a file with transitional motion where walking motion is observed in part. The tempo of walking in the experiment ranges from slow-moving walking to brisk walking. Figure 6 shows the thumbnails of motion used in this experiment. Lying, sitting, standing still motion is very stillness. The time length of the transitional motion that contains walking motion is about 15 seconds. The process of tagging label is done as well in the synthetic data experiment. When it was ambiguous to classify motion, we tagged it as non-walking. Next, we describe the method for evaluating the performance. The criterion of the performance we used in this experiment is F-measure. F-measure with adjustable positive parameter β is defined as
where R denotes recall and P denotes precision performance. Because F-measure can be interpreted as a harmonic mean of the recall and the precision, a higher F-measure indicates the higher performance of the classifier. In order to make a fair evaluation of the performance from a statistical view point, we used a cross validation type method. Specifically, the training and testing data were randomly divided from the motion data noted above. The amount of the training data was set as 30% compared to whole dataset. The training and testing phase was iteratively done in 20 times for every condition. The adjustable parameter in F-measure, β, was set at 1.0.
In order to clarify the quality of the proposed kernel, we compare two kinds of conventional kernel techniques. One kernel, that was proposed by Mori et al. [Mori 04b ], uses spectrum information of gazed input 91.21 36.17 Regr+Linear(C = 100) NaN NaN Regr+Linear(C = 1000) NaN NaN motion in order to capture repetitive motion. Specifically, the similarity can be written as
from two motion x t−WF +1:t ,xt −WF +1:t spanning W F frames, where f t can be computed by Fourier analyzer from x t−WF +1:t .
The second method to be compared uses history of input motion simply. The classifier with this kernel can be interpreted as an auto regressive model. If we use a non-linear kernel, the classifier can be interpreted as a nonlinear regression models. Specifically, the input feature for kernel,
T , can be transformed from W R frames of motion. Then the similarity value is written as K(g t ,gt).
In the following, we describe the specific parameters used in this experiment. Parameter ρ in the marginalized BoV kernel is set to 4 and 8. The time window size is set to 16 frames. The SLDs used in this experiment represents walking motion and are optimized from the walking motion. The configuration of SLDs, such as topology of symbol transition is the same as the SLDs used in the evaluation with the synthetic dataset (see. Figure 3) . The parameters of the compared kernel are set as in [Mori 04b ]: i.e. W F = 64. This is the minimal number to capture sufficient resolution of frequency for walking because the frequency of stable human walking ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 Hz. The observed value of the regression like kernel is the same as the proposed kernel, both feet position. The time span to represent time-series motion, W R , is 16. The kernel used in the two types of kernels is linear and RBF kernel. RBF kernel can be written as K RBF (a, b) = exp(−σ −2 ||a − b|| 2 ), where σ > 0 is an adjustable parameter. In this paper, we took the parameter σ from the dimensionality of the input features to the kernel d f from [Mori 04b ].
Result
The performance for each condition of each kernel is shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the M.BoV Kernel represents the proposed marginalized BoV kernel, Freq+· denotes a spectrum based method and Regr+· denotes regression like technique. Parameter C means the maximum value of Lagrangian variables of SVM.
The marginalized BoV kernels achieve high F-measure in every condition. Although Freq+RBF achieve high performance to a certain degree, the score is worse than the worst value in the marginalized BoV kernel. In addition, the rate of the of the support vectors ( of support vectors / of training samples) in the proposed method is much smaller than for the other methods. The rate of number of the support vectors indicates the generalization error of the SVM. For example, the rate in the proposed method is about 10% of support vectors in contrast with 17 % of support vectors in Freq+RBF technique. This empirical result shows that much higher performance of our proposed method for capturing walking motion data than the other methods. Table 2 also clarifies that classifiers using linear kernel fail to achieve high classification performance. Especially, we cannot calculate F-measure in case of Regr+Linear because the precision rate cannot be computed. This means the classifiers in that case never detect walking motion.
Classification Performance for Walking around Motion
Finally, we demonstrated the performance of the classifiers obtained from the previous experiment in reaction to the novel walking around motion. Specifically, the actor walks in 4 ∼ 5 steps and turns. The thumbnail of the input motion is shown in Figure 7 . The mapping between input and binarized output of SVM with marginalized BoV kernel and Freq+RBF kernel is shown in Figure 8 . This result shows that the proposed kernel can almost detect walking motion. There are some "mistaken" result around frame 1420, however, we do not think this is particularly bad. This is because the actor around this time takes one step to turn and the next for walking and the classifier judges them both as walking. We think it is hard even for a human to judge this kind of motion as walking or not. When you think this motion should not be categorized as walking, the question can be resolved by using static information such as forward movement of hip into another kernel. On the other hand, the result of Freq+RBF oscillates very high. This does not fit into human intuition. What is worse, detection of start and end point of walking in Freq+RBF method delayed. We think that this result comes from the difference between assumptions about walking in both methods. Our method uses a small sized window for kernel computation that can detect a drastic change at the start and end of walking and capture non-stable walking or non-walking action by using global context of input motion. On the other hand, the Freq method assumes that walking or some action pattern must be stable in 64 frames (2 sec).
3 Motion Similarity Visualization using Kernel Principal Component Analysis
As a feature extraction task evaluation, kernel principal component analysis (K-PCA) [Schölkopf 02] is performed in order to visualize and interpret motion through each kernel used in the previous classification experiment. The motion used in this experiment was the same as in the previous experiment. Marginalized bags of vectors kernels were also the same as in the previous experiment setting. Specifically, the SLD in the kernel was learned from walking motion capture files. The number of the files is 19. Each kernel computation method generates a pair-wise similarity matrix known as Gram matrix. Following from [Schölkopf 02], these similarity matrices are centered. The centered matrices are used for kernel principal component analyzer. Figure 9 shows the result of K-PCA based on marginalized bags of vectors kernel (a), Gaussian kernel using Fourier properties of feet motion (b) and linear kernel simply using motion history (c). In each figure, the circles represent walking motion and the crosses show non-walking motion. Marginalized bags of vectors kernel almost correctly specifies walking motion. The extracted feature space in the middle figure may be sufficient to discriminate walking or non-walking motion; however, it is hard for us to interpret the projected feature space. The projected points of the right figure are much too scattered. Another observation worth noting is that the circular arc shaped manifold of the projected points in the right side of the Figure 9 (a): empirically represents velocity or tempo of feet motion. Thus, the running motions are projected in the upper right side of the manifold. In contrast, slow walking motions are projected in the lower left side of the manifold. Static motions such as lying are projected into clusters isolated from with the arc shaped circle manifold.
From the experimental result, we think the reasons why the marginalized BoV kernel works much better than the kernel using simple motion history (see Figure 9 (a) and (c) ) comes from where our kernel uses inner state information of the SLD. We think using inner state estimation of the SLD provides the kernel a dynamic warping technique at a certain level even if the negative effect of using fixed window size for input to the kernel causes. This supposition comes from the result that there are various tempos of walking motion in the experiments. We also think computing similarity per each LD in the SLD by using inner state information makes our kernel stability. This guess comes from the result that each LD in walking SLD is vastly different from the others.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new kernel computation for online action recognition. The proposed kernel incorporates switching linear dynamics with the technique of marginalized kernels. Specifically, our kernel is a combination of kernels using unimodal linear dynamics with bags of vectors representation. We call the proposed kernel as marginalized Bags of Vectors (BoV) kernel.
In order to evaluate the performance of our marginalized BoV kernel, we gave it the task of classifying whether walking or not per frame and feature extraction using kernel principal component analyzer. Using various types of real motion capture data, the experimental works showed that the proposed kernel has excellent power to classify and extract the target time-series motion.
Our suggestion for future work is as follows. At first, we have plans to evaluate versatility of our marginalized BoV kernels through applying for the other types of time-series motion. This is because our proposed kernel is expected to be able to apply for several kinds of daily life actions if and only if it is easy to describe the structure of symbols of the actions, i.e. the diagram of the hidden states of SLD. In practice, walking action was applied successfully in this paper because it is easy to model walking as a cyclic architecture. We expect to apply successfully for transitional actions such as raising hand, sitting down and getting up because we model such actions as "left to right" structure of symbols.
Second suggestion is about interdependency of output from the recognizers. Using the new kernel proposed in this paper easily enables us to make a great performing classifier. However, the output of the support vector machine (SVM) is sometimes shaky and oscillatory. This is because simple SVM does not incorporate label interdependencies in conceptual aspect. Thus we have a plan to design a new learning algorithm to incorporate the output dependency as well as input motion modeling.
